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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To print the image

data which are photographed by a digital camera,

etc., by means of a printer with optimum image

processing that is carried out according to an

object.

SOLUTION: The image data are acquired (S1)

and it is decided whether an automatic selection

mode is set (S2). In a manual selection mode, the

set contents of a user are decided (S3) and the

image processing is carried out according to the

user's instructions to perform print processing (S7,

S8). In an automatic selection mode, it is decided

whether the photographing mode information

which are set by a camera are included in an

image file (S4). When the said mode information are included in the image file, the

image processing and then print processing are carried out according to the relevant

photographing mode information (S7, S8). When the said photographing mode
information is not included in the image file, a photographing mode is decided from the

photographing parameter of the camera and the information showing the features of an

object, which are included in the actual image data (S6). Then the image processing

and then print processing are carrier out according to the decided photographing mode
(S7.S8).
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any damages caused by the use of this

translation.

1 . This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The printing image-data-processing method which performs an image processing to

the image data in the aforementioned image file based on the image-processing mode which

chose the image-processing mode based on photographic subject's kind, and was chosen by this

in the printing image-data-processing method which reads and carries out the image processing

of the image file containing the image data photoed with the camera, and is outputted as image

data which can be printed, and outputs as data which can print this image data by which the

image processing was carried out.

[Claim 2] While it is arbitrarily selectable by the user into what image-processing mode the

aforementioned image-processing mode presupposes that it is selectable, and is made with

directions of a user according to photographic subject's kind, directions of automatic selection

are also possible. When a user directs picture mode according to photographic subject's kind

When the image-processing mode according to directions of a user is chosen, the image

processing by the selected image-processing mode is performed, it outputs as data which can be

printed and a user directs automatic selection The printing image-data-processing method

according to claim 1 which automatic-chooses image-processing mode based on the information

which suggests the kind of photographic subject which exists in the aforementioned image file,

and is characterized by performing the image processing by the selected image-processing mode,

and outputting as data which can be printed.

[Claim 3] The printing image-data-processing method according to claim 2 characterized by the

information which suggests the aforementioned photographic subject's kind being information

showing a photographic subject's feature included in a photography parameter and the

aforementioned image data, such as the photography mode information or focal distance of kind

correspondence of a photographic subject set up by the camera side at the time of photography in

order to acquire a suitable photographic subject picture, and exposure.

[Claim 4] Automatic selection processing in image-processing mode when the aforementioned

image-processing mode is considered as automatic selection When it investigates whether the

photography mode information set up by the aforementioned camera side into the

1/12
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aforementioned image file exists and photography mode information exists When

image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode information and the

aforementioned photography mode information does not exist The printing

image-data-processing method according to claim 3 characterized by choosing image-processing

mode using the information showing a photographic subject's feature included in the

aforementioned photography parameter in the aforementioned image file, and the image data in

an image file.

[Claim 5] The printer which reads the image file containing the image data which is

characterized by providing the following, and which was photoed with the camera, acquires

image data, processes the image data, obtains the image data which can be printed, and prints

using the image data The image data acquisition section which reads the aforementioned image

file and acquires image data The image-processing mode selection section which chooses the

image-processing mode based on photographic subject's kind The image-processing section

which performs an image processing to the image data in the aforementioned image file based on

the image-processing mode chosen in this image-processing mode selection section The printing

processing section which prints the image data processed in this image-processing section

[Claim 6] It has the image-processing mode setting section which enables selection in the

aforementioned image-processing mode with directions of a user. While it is arbitrarily

selectable by the user as what image-processing mode it considers according to photographic

subject's kind, directions of automatic selection are also possible. When a user directs picture

mode according to photographic subject's kind When the image-processing mode according to

directions of a user is chosen, the image processing by the selected image-processing mode is

performed, it outputs as data which can be printed and a user directs automatic selection The

printer according to claim 5 which automatic-chooses image-processing mode based on the

information which suggests the kind of photographic subject which exists in the aforementioned

image file, and is characterized by performing the image processing by the selected

image-processing mode, and outputting as data which can be printed.

[Claim 7] The printer according to claim 6 characterized by the information which suggests the

aforementioned photographic subject's kind being information showing a photographic subject's

feature included in a photography parameter and the aforementioned image data, such as the

photography mode information or focal distance of kind correspondence of a photographic

subject set up by the camera side at the time of photography in order to acquire a suitable

photographic subject picture, and exposure.

[Claim 8] Automatic selection processing in image-processing mode when the aforementioned

image-processing mode is considered as automatic selection When it investigates whether the

photography mode information set up by the aforementioned camera side into the

aforementioned image file exists and photography mode information exists When

2/12
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image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode information and the

aforementioned photography mode information does not exist The printer according to claim 7

characterized by choosing image-processing mode using the information showing a photographic

subject's feature included in the aforementioned photography parameter in the aforementioned

image file, and the image data in an image file.

[Claim 9] The record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing program which

is characterized by providing the following, and which reads and carries out the image

processing of the image file containing the image data photoed with the camera, and is outputted

as image data which can be printed The printing image-processing program is the procedure of

reading the aforementioned image file. The procedure which chooses the image-processing mode

based on photographic subject's kind, and the procedure which performs an image processing to

the image data in the aforementioned image file based on the image-processing mode chosen by

this, and is outputted as data which can be printed

[Claim 10] While it is arbitrarily selectable by the user into what image-processing mode the

aforementioned image-processing mode presupposes that it is selectable, and is made with

directions of a user according to photographic subject's kind, directions of automatic selection

are also possible. When a user directs picture mode according to photographic subject's kind

When the image-processing mode according to directions of a user is chosen, the image

processing by the selected image-processing mode is performed, it outputs as data which can be

printed and a user directs automatic selection Based on the information which suggests the kind

of photographic subject which exists in the aforementioned image file, image-processing mode is

chosen automatically. The record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing

program according to claim 9 characterized by performing the image processing by the selected

image-processing mode, and outputting as data which can be printed.

[Claim 1 1] The record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing program

according to claim 10 characterized by for the information which suggests the aforementioned

photographic subject's kind to be information showing a photographic subject's feature included

in a photography parameter and the aforementioned image data, such as the photography mode

information or focal distance of kind correspondence of a photographic subject set up by the

camera side at the time of photography in order to acquire a suitable photographic subject picture,

and exposure.

[Claim 12] Automatic selection processing in image-processing mode when the aforementioned

image-processing mode is considered as automatic selection When it investigates whether the

photography mode information set up by the aforementioned camera side into the

aforementioned image file exists and photography mode information exists When
image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode information and the

aforementioned photography mode information does not exist The record medium which
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recorded the printing image-data-processing program according to claim 1 1 characterized by

choosing image-processing mode using the information showing a photographic subject's feature

included in the aforementioned photography parameter in the aforementioned image file, and the

image data in an image file.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] In case this invention prints the image data photoed with the

digital camera etc., it relates to the record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing method,

printer, and printing image-data-processing program which perform the image processing for obtaining the

suitable printing result according to the photographic subject.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] By the spread of a digital camera or printers, a user can print a picture [ finishing

/ photography ] now easily personally. Recently, such a high definition thing is increasingly obtained by highly

efficient-ization of these digital cameras or a printer that the printed picture does not change so as a lot as what

was photoed with the camera of optical system.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, although it is easy to deal with these devices and they are

becoming compared with before, they are not that every user can master easily. For example, although it will

pass through the process of printing by the printer which incorporated and carried out the image processing of

the image data on the personal computer (it is called PC), and was usually connected to PC when printing the

picture incorporated with the digital camera, in order to print, it is necessary to perform various operations and

setup required in printing on a personal computer or a printer. However, these operations and setup are sensed

difficult for the handling of this kind of device in many cases for an unfamiliar user. Moreover, although

various image processings, such as a color correction and profile amendment, are possible for such image data,

if it does not get used, it is difficult [ it / the operation and a setup for performing them appropriately can never

say it as an easy thing, but ] to obtain a user's favorite printing result.

[0004] Then, this invention aims at ** which enables it to obtain the optimal printing result according to the

photographic subject by performing the optimal image processing according to photographic subject's kinds

(for example, a person, scenery, close-up photography, a night view, a dynamic body, etc.) by very easy

operation to the image data incorporated with the digital camera etc.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the purpose mentioned above, the printing

image-data-processing method of this invention In the printing image-data-processing method which reads and

carries out the image processing of the image file containing the image data photoed with the camera, and is
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outputted as image data which can be printed Based on the image-processing mode which chose the

image-processing mode based on photographic subject's kind, and was chosen by this, an image processing is

performed to the image data in the aforementioned image file, and it is made to output as data which can print

this image data by which the image processing was carried out.

[0006] Moreover, the printer of this invention is set to the printer which reads the image file containing the

image data photoed with the camera, acquires image data, processes the image data, obtains the image data

which can be printed, and prints using the image data. The image data acquisition section which reads the

aforementioned image file and acquires image data, The image-processing mode selection section which

chooses the image-processing mode based on photographic subject's kind, It is considering as composition

with the image-processing section which performs an image processing to the image data in the

aforementioned image file based on the image-processing mode chosen in this image-processing mode

selection section, and the printing processing section which prints the image data processed in this

image-processing section.

[0007] Moreover, the record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing program of this

invention It is the record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing program which reads and

carries out the image processing of the image file containing the image data photoed with the camera, and is

outputted as image data which can be printed. The procedure in which the printing image-processing program

reads the aforementioned image file, The procedure which chooses the image-processing mode based on

photographic subject's kind, and the procedure which performs an image processing to the image data in the

aforementioned image file based on the image-processing mode chosen by this, and is outputted as data which

can be printed are included.

[0008] In each [ these ] invention, the aforementioned image-processing mode presupposes that it is selectable

with directions of a user. While it is arbitrarily selectable by the user as what image-processing mode it

considers according to photographic subject's kind, directions of automatic selection are also possible. When a

user directs picture mode according to photographic subject's kind When the image-processing mode

according to directions of a user is chosen, the image processing by the selected image-processing mode is

performed, it outputs as data which can be printed and a user directs automatic selection Image-processing

mode is automatic-chosen based on the information which suggests the kind of photographic subject which

exists in the aforementioned image file, and the image processing by the selected image-processing mode is

performed, and it is made to output as data which can be printed. In addition, the printer of this invention has

the image-processing mode setting section for making it selectable as what image-processing mode to consider

by the user.

[0009] And the information which suggests the aforementioned photographic subject's kind is information

showing a photographic subject's feature included in a photography parameter and the aforementioned image

data, such as the photography mode information or focal distance of kind correspondence of a photographic

subject set up by the camera side at the time of photography, and exposure, in order to acquire a suitable

photographic subject picture.
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[0010] Moreover, automatic selection processing in image-processing mode when the aforementioned

image-processing mode is considered as automatic selection When it investigates whether the photography

mode information set up by the aforementioned camera side into the aforementioned image file exists and

photography mode information exists When image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode

information and the aforementioned photography mode information does not exist, processing which chooses

image-processing mode using the information showing a photographic subject's feature included in the

aforementioned photography parameter in the aforementioned image file and the image data in an image file is

performed.

[0011] Thus, this invention chose the image-processing mode based on photographic subject's kind, and has

performed the image processing to the image data in the aforementioned image file based on the selected

image-processing mode. The optimal image processing according to photographic subject's kind is performed

by this, and the optimal printing result for the photographic subject is obtained.

[0012] Moreover, as what image-processing mode it considers supposes that it is selectable with directions of a

user. For example, when a user directs alternatively the control unit (operation button specifically

corresponding to photographic subject's kinds, such as a "person" and "scenery") prepared for kind

correspondence of an account photographic subject, the image-processing mode according to user directions is

chosen, the image processing by the selected image-processing mode is performed, and it outputs as data

which can be printed. Moreover, when a user directs the control unit (for example, the operation button

"automatic") for a user performing automatic selection, image-processing mode is automatic-chosen based on

the information which suggests the kind of photographic subject which exists in the aforementioned image file,

and the image processing by the selected image-processing mode is performed, and it outputs as data which

can be printed. Thus, only by a user directing an operation button etc., image-processing mode can be chosen

easily and it can perform optimal image data processing according to the photographic subject.

[0013] In addition, the information which suggests photographic subject's kind is information showing a

photographic subject's feature which scans a photography parameter and the aforementioned image data, such

as the photography mode information or focal distance of kind correspondence of a photographic subject set up

by the camera side, and exposure, and is acquired at the time of photography, in order to acquire a suitable

photographic subject picture. The photography mode set up according to the kind of photographic subject here

is the thing in photography mode corresponding to each photographic subject like scenery photography mode,

when photoing person photography mode and scenery, in photoing a person, and the usual camera is equipped

with such photography mode in many cases. Let image-processing mode to the photographic subject be the

optimal thing by choosing image-processing mode according to it using the information showing a

photographic subject's feature which scans a photography parameter and pictures, such as the photography

mode responded and prepared and the focal distance of such a photographic subject's kind, and exposure, and

is acquired.

[0014] Namely, when image-processing mode is considered as automatic selection by user directions When it

finds whether the photography mode information set up by the camera side into the image file exists and
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photography mode information exists When image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode

information and photography mode information does not exist, it is made to choose image-processing mode

using the information showing a photographic subject's feature included in the photography parameter in an

image file, and the image data in an image file.

[0015] Thus, when photography mode information exists in an image file Since image-processing mode is

chosen based on the photography mode, the optimal image-processing mode according to the photographic

subject can be chosen automatically. Moreover, since image-processing mode can be chosen based on the

information showing a photographic subject's feature included in photography parameters (a focal distance,

exposure, etc.) and image data even when photography mode does not exist in an image file The optimal

image-processing mode according to the photographic subject can be chosen automatically.

[0016]

[Embodiments of the Invention] Hereafter, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained. In addition,

the content explained with the gestalt of this operation also contains the concrete procedure of the printing

image-data-processing program in the record medium which recorded the printing image-data-processing

program of this invention while being explanation about the printing image-data-processing method of this

invention, and a printer.

[0017] Drawing 1 is the block diagram showing the composition of the printer used with the gestalt of

operation of this invention. The image data which the digital camera etc. incorporated is read directly, and the

printer used with the gestalt of this operation carries out an image processing, and presupposes that it is a

printer with the function which prints using the image data by which the image processing was carried out.

That is, although it usually prints by the printer connected to the PC at the former after it makes image data

read into PC and it carries out data processing Recently, the image-data-processing function which the

personal computer has is included in the printer itself. By equipping the card insertion section in which it was

prepared by the printer with the memory card containing the image file incorporated with the digital camera

etc. A printer reads the image file, image data is acquired out of an image file, and after considering as the

image data which should carry out the image processing of the image data, and should print it, the printer

which performs printing has been developed and put in practical use. The gestalt of operation of this invention

explains the example which used this kind of printer (this will be called photograph printer here).

[0018] If the composition is roughly divided, the photograph printer shown in drawing 1 It is based on the

image-processing mode chosen from the image file included in memory card 1 in the image data acquisition

section 2 which carries out image data acquisition, the image-processing mode selection section 3 which

chooses the image-processing mode based on photographic subject's kind in response to directions of a user,

and this image-processing mode selection section 3. It consists of the image-processing section 4 which

performs an image processing to the aforementioned image data, the printing processing section 5 which

receives the image data processed in this image-processing section 4, and performs the same printing

processing operation as the conventional printer. In addition, the concrete processing which the

above-mentioned image-processing mode selection section 3 performs is explained later.
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[0019] Although drawing 2 is drawing showing the appearance composition of the photograph printer used

with the gestalt of this operation and there are not a printer with the common appearance composition and

especially a place that changes a lot, while the card insertion section 1 1 in which the memory card 1 shown by

drawing 1 is inserted in the case of this photograph printer is formed, the image-processing mode setting

section 12 which can set up what image processing is performed is formed. In addition, the feed section 14, the

eccrisis section 15, etc. of a form 13 are prepared. In addition, although the component according to various

functions which the photograph printer has besides the component the photograph printer used with the gestalt

of this operation is indicated to be by drawing 1 or drawing 2 exists, in this drawing 1 and drawing 2 , only the

component related to this invention is illustrated directly, and illustration of the other component is omitted.

[0020] Drawing 3 is drawing taking out and showing the image-processing mode setting section 12, and the

operation button dealing with a photographic subject is prepared as the directions section for photographic

subjects, such as a "person", "scenery", "close-up photography", a "dynamic body", and a "night view", setting

up the image-processing mode according to it by what kind it is. As this operation button dealing with a

photographic subject, the person button Bl, scenery button B-2, the close-up photography button B3, the

dynamic body button B4, night view button B5, etc. are prepared. Moreover, regardless of these photographic

subjects, it is automatic and the automatic selection button B0 for making image-processing mode choose is

also formed. In addition, after choosing either of the operation buttons various [ these ], me printing button Bs

for performing printing start directions is formed.

[0021] Next, it explains, referring to the flow chart of drawing 4 for the operation in such composition.

[0022] First, the memory card [ finishing / photography ] 1 is inserted in the card insertion section 11 of a

photograph printer with a digital camera etc. By this, by the photograph printer, an image file is read and

image data is acquired (Step si). And it judges whether it is automatic setting mode (Step s2). It judges by

whether the automatic selection button B0 of the image-processing mode setting section 12 was pushed by the

user, as for whether it is this automatic selection mode. That is, if the automatic selection button B0 is pushed

by the user, it is automatic selection mode, and if not pushed, it judges with it being manual selection mode.

[0023] Supposing the automatic selection button B0 is not now pushed by the user, it will judge with manual

selection mode and will judge what manual setting is made (Step s3). That is, it judges which button [ the

person button Bl, scenery button B-2, the close-up photography button B3 the dynamic body button B4, and ]

of night view button B5 are pushed. And the image processing according to the mode set up is performed (Step

ss7).

[0024] For example, if the person button Bl is pushed now, the image processing which made the person the

subject is performed. An image processing which shows flesh color more finely is specifically performed, or

the background which is not to the point is obscured. Moreover, the optimal image processing according to

each photographic subject's kind is performed as the image processing of clarifying contrast of surrounding

darkness and a light more is performed, if an image processing which shows empty blue and the green of trees

more finely if the scenery button Bl is pushed is performed and night view button B5 is pushed.

[0025] Thus, printing processing is performed using the image data to which the image processing according
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to each photographic subject was performed, and the image processing wasperformed (Step s8). Thereby, the

optimal printing result is obtained by each to a photographic subject.

[0026] By the way, in the judgment of being the automatic selection mode in the above-mentioned step s2,

when judged with automatic selection mode (i.e., when the automatic selection button BO is pushed by the

user), it judges with automatic selection mode and Steps s4, s5, and s6 are processed. In this automatic

selection mode, image-processing mode is automatic-chosen based on the information which suggests the kind

of photographic subject which exists in an image file, and the image processing by the selected

image-processing mode is performed, and it outputs as data which can be printed.

[0027] In addition, the information which suggests the kind of photographic subject here is information

showing a photographic subject's feature which scans a photography parameter and the aforementioned image

data, such as the photography mode information or focal distance of kind correspondence of a photographic

subject set up by the camera side, and exposure, and is acquired at the time of photography, in order to acquire

a suitable photographic subject picture. Moreover, the photography mode of the kind correspondence of a

photographic subject set up by the camera side is photography mode set up when taking a photograph with a

camera, and a camera has many which can perform now a setup according to the photographic subject which is

going to take a photograph.

[0028] for example, when a photograph tends to be taken by performing person photography mode setting

prepared in the camera when a person was photoed and it is going to photo scenery When a photograph tends

to be taken by performing scenery photography mode setting and it is going to photo a night view When a

photograph tends to be taken by performing night view photography mode setting and it is going to photo a

dynamic body When a photograph tends to be taken by performing dynamic body shadow mode setting and it

is going to photo close-up photography further If each photography mode dealing with a photographic subject

can be set up now and a photograph is taken by performing such photography mode setting as a photograph is

taken by performing close-up photography photography mode setting, optimal photography can be performed

to the photographic subject. To the data incorporated with the camera with such a function, since the

information on in what photography mode the incorporated image data was incorporated is contained into

image files, such as JPEG, it acquires it.

[0029] Below, processing in this automatic setting mode is explained.

[0030] First, it judges whether the photography mode information set up by the camera side into the image file

read from memory card 1 is contained (Step s4), and if the photography mode information set up by the

camera side is contained, the photography mode information will be acquired (Step s5), and the image

processing according to the photography mode information will be performed (Step s7). For example, as

photography mode information set as the image data of the image file acquired in Step si by the camera side,

supposing person photography mode information is contained, it will be acquired, the image processing

corresponding to the person photography mode is performed, and printing processing of the data by which the

image processing was carried out is carried out. Printing processing is made using the image data to which an

image processing, such as obscuring the portion which is not [ being / which shows flesh color more finely /
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processing, or ] to the point by this, was performed, and such an image processing was performed.

[0031] Moreover, in the above-mentioned step s4, when the photography mode information set up by the

camera side into the image file is not contained, photography mode is judged from the information showing a

photographic subject's feature included in the photography parameter and the actual image data of the camera

saved in the image file (Step s6), and an image processing is performed using the judgment result (Step s7).

[0032] In addition, the photography parameters of a camera here are data, such as ON/OFF of the focal

distance of the camera when incorporating the picture, shutter speed, exposure value, and a flash plate, and

these information exists in image files, such as JPEG. Moreover, the information showing a photographic

subject's feature included in actual image data scans the image data of a processing object, what color exists in

the image data mostly, or it judges whether it is dark on the whole or bright, and judges what photography

mode it is by these. For example, there is a focal distance far away, and if there are much a blue color and blue

green in image data, it will judge with the picture being person photography mode noting that it judges with it

being scenery photography mode noting that scenery is photoed, and a person is photoed as a subject, when

there is much flesh color and a focal distance's is comparatively short.

[0033] Thus, if photography mode is judged, as mentioned above, the rest will perform the image processing

according to the photography mode, and will carry out printing processing (Steps s7 and s8).

[0034] By the way, a user operates the various buttons which exist in the image-processing mode setting

section 12, and when processing according to it is made, in order to show which button is operated, you may

make it turn on or blink the button currently operated. Furthermore, the button can be turned on or blinked in

order to tell a user about which is the selected image-processing mode although image-processing mode is

automatically chosen by the system side, when an automatic selection button is operated.

[0035] For example, if it judged whether the photography mode information set up by the camera side would

be contained and photography mode information is contained into the image file read from memory card 1

supposing the automatic selection button B0 is pushed by the user, the photography mode information will be

acquired and a series of processings (Steps s4, s5, and s7) in which the image processing according to the

photography mode information is performed will be made. If the photography mode set up by the camera side

was person photography mode at this time, it is shown that the image processing which was made to turn on or

blink the person button Bl of the image-processing mode setting section 12, and was suitable for the person to

the user with the automatic selection button B0 is made. Thereby, even when a user specifies automatic

selection, a user can be shown whether the image processing suitable for the photographic subject is made, and

sense of security can be given to a user.

[0036] In addition, this invention is not limited to the gestalt of the operation explained above, and the

deformation implementation of it is variously attained in the range which does not deviate from the summary

of this invention; For example, with the gestalt of the above-mentioned operation, although the example using

the photograph printer with the image-data-processing function was explained, this can be applied, when

printing by the printer generally used from the former. In this case, what is necessary is just to give the

function to make the image processing which the former explained to the PC side perform, since PC etc. will
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perform image data processing.

[0037] Moreover, although the example which made photographic subject's kind a "person", "scenery",

"close-up photography", the "dynamic body", and the "night view" with the gestalt of the above-mentioned

operation, and prepared the image-processing mode corresponding to these was explained, photographic

subject's kind can be set up besides these and can prepare the image-processing mode according to each

photographic subject.

[0038] Moreover, the printing image-data-processing program which processes this invention explained above

can be made to record on record media, such as a floppy disk, an optical disk, and a hard disk, and this

invention also contains the record medium. Moreover, you may make it obtain a processing program from a

network.

[0039]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, according to this invention, the image-processing mode based on

photographic subject's kind was chosen, and the image processing has been performed to the image data in the

aforementioned image file based on the selected image-processing mode. The optimal image processing

according to photographic subject's kind is performed by this, and the optimal printing result for the

photographic subject is obtained.

[0040] Moreover, as what image-processing mode it considers supposes that it is selectable with directions of a

user. For example, when a user directs alternatively the control unit (operation button specifically

corresponding to photographic subject's kinds, such as a "person" and "scenery") prepared for kind

correspondence of a photographic subject, the image-processing mode according to user directions is chosen,

the image processing by the selected image-processing mode is performed, and it outputs as data which can be

printed/Moreover, when a user directs the control unit (for example, the operation button "automatic") for a

user performing automatic selection Information which suggests the kind of photographic subject which exists

in an image file (in order to acquire a suitable photographic subject picture) Based on the information showing

a photographic subject's feature which scans a photography parameter and the aforementioned image data,

such as the photography mode information or focal distance of kind correspondence of a photographic subject

set up by the camera side, and exposure, and is acquired at the time of photography, image-processing mode is

chosen automatically. The image processing by the selected image-processing mode is performed, and it

outputs as data which can be printed. Thus, only by a user directing an operation button etc., the optimal

image-processing mode for a photographic subject can be chosen easily, and it can perform optimal image data

processing according to the photographic subject.

[0041] In addition, when image-processing mode is considered as automatic selection by user directions When

it finds whether the photography mode information set up by the camera side into the image file exists and

photography mode information exists When image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode

information and photography mode information does not exist, it is made to choose image-processing mode

using the information showing a photographic subject's feature included in the photography parameter in an

image file, and the image data in an image file. Thus, when photography mode information exists in an image
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file Since image-processing mode is chosen based on the photography mode, the optimal image-processing

mode according to the photographic subject can be chosen automatically. Moreover, since image-processing

mode can be chosen based on the information showing a photographic subject's feature included in

photography parameters (a focal distance, exposure, etc.) and image data even when photography mode does

not exist in an image file The optimal image-processing mode according to the photographic subject can be

chosen automatically.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

fPrawing 11 It is the block diagram showing the rough composition of the photograph printer

used with the gestalt of operation of this invention.

fPrawing 21 It is drawing showing the appearance composition of the photograph printer used

with the gestalt of operation of this invention.

rDrawing 31 It is drawing showing an example of the composition of the image-processing mode

setting section shown by drawing 2 .

[Drawing 41 It is a flow chart explaining the procedure of the gestalt of operation of this

invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 Memory Card

2 Image Data Acquisition Section

3 Picture Mode Selection Section

4 Image-Data-Processing Section

5 Printing Processing Section

1 1 Memory Card Insertion Section

12 Image-Processing Mode Setting Section

[Translation done.]
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